Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

### New providers

- **Provider: ABC-CLIO (ABCCLIOpub)**
  
  ABC-CLIO All eBooks  
  ABC-CLIO History Reference Online Complete  

- **Provider: IEEE Computer Society (ieeeComputerSociety)**
  
  IEEE Computer Society Conference Proceedings  
  IEEE Computer Society Digital Library  

### New collections

- **Provider: Adam Matthew Digital (amdigital)**
  
  Gender: Identity and Social Change  
  Shakespeare in Performance  

- **Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)**
  
  Occupational Therapy: Physical Modalities  

- **Provider: BIBSAM Collections (bibsam)**
  
  BIBSAM RSC: Gold incl. Archive: 2020  

- **Provider: Brill (brill)**
  
  HACCO Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law  
  HACCO Law Books of the Academy
• Provider: EBSCOhost (ebscohost)
  Australia/New Zealand Reference Centre Plus
• Provider: Edward Elgar Publishing (elgar)
  Elgar Business 2020
  Elgar Economics 2020
  Elgar Law 2020
  Elgar Social and Political Science 2020
• Provider: IG Publishing (igpublish)
  Business Expert Press 2020 Digital Library
• Provider: Institute of Physics (IOP)
  IOP Publishing ECS Digital Library
• Provider: JISC Collections (jisc)
  JISC Company of Biologists: 'Read & Publish' Transitional Agreement 2020-2021
  JISC European Respiratory Society: Journal 'Read & Publish' Transitional Agreement 2020-2021
  JISC IWA Publishing (IWAP): 'Read & Publish' Transitional Agreement 2020-2021
  JISC Portland Press: All-Inclusive Read and Publish Transitional Agreement 2020-2021
  JISC University of California Press: Music Collection: 2020
• Provider: Knowledge Unlatched (knu)
  *** OpenEdition Select 2018: HSS Backlist Books
  *** KU Reverse – CERN Physics
  *** KU Romance Studies: Backlist Titles
  *** Peter Lang IT Law Backlist Titles
  *** transcript Open Library Politikwissenschaft
• Provider: Mohr Siebeck (mohr)
  Mohr Siebeck Altertumswissenschaft 2019
  Mohr Siebeck Max Weber Gesamtausgabe
  Mohr Siebeck Philosophie 2019
  Mohr Siebeck Wirtschaftswissenschaft 2019
• Provider: Ovid (Ovid)
  ADA Book Collection 2018 - 2019 Purchase
  JBI Database, Journal and Tools Package Complete
  LWW AAOS Doody’s Core Bridge Collection 2019
  LWW AAOS Doody's Core Collection 2019
LWW AAOS Doody's Essential Bridge Collection 2019
LWW Classic Book Collection 2019
LWW Comprehensive Collection Coverage to 2014
LWW Doody's Core Bridge Collection 2019
LWW Doody's Core Bridge Titles 2019
LWW Doody's Core Collection 2019
LWW Doody's Essential Bridge Collection 2019
LWW High Impact Collection 2017 Revised
LWW Premier Collection 2017 Revised
LWW Psychiatry Book Collection 2017 - 2018 Purchase
LWW Psychiatry Book Collection 2019 - 2020 Purchase
LWW Sports Medicine and Orthopaedics Journal Collection 2019
LWW Total Access Archive Collection 2019 Coverage to 2014
LWW Total Access Book Collection All Books 2019 Purchase
LWW Total Access Collection 2017 version minus Neurology
LWW Total Access Collection 2017 version Neurology Year 3RR
LWW Total Access Collection 2018 version minus Neurology N18 Year 3
LWW Total Access Collection 2018 version minus Neurology Year 3
LWW Total Access Collection 2018 version w Neurology N18 Year 3
LWW Total Access Collection 2018 version w Neurology Year 3
LWW Total Access Collection 2019 version minus Neurology N19 Year 2
LWW Total Access Collection 2019 version w Neurology N19 Year 2
LWW Total Access Collection 2019 version w Neurology Year 2
LWW Total Access Collection 2020 version minus Neurology
LWW Total Access Collection 2020 version minus Neurology N20
LWW Total Access Collection 2020 version w Neurology
LWW Total Access Collection 2020 version w Neurology N20
Oncology Nursing Society Book Collection 2019 - Purchase
Oncology Nursing Society Book Collection 2019 – Subscription
Oncology Nursing Society Bridge Collection 2019 - Purchase
Ovid Biomedical Collection III 2019
Ovid Clinical EDGE Advantage Extended
Ovid Clinical Edge Collection
Ovid Emcare with Ovid Nursing FullText Plus
Ovid High Impact Medicine Collection 2018 - 2019
Ovid Nursing Edge
Ovid Nursing Full Text with Ovid Emcare 2018

- Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)

Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals All Titles
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Clinical Medicine
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Community Colleges
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Current Collection
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Economics
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals HSS
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Humanities
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Law
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Life Sciences
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Mathematics Physical Sciences
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Medicine
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Near Archive
*** Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Open Access
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Policy
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Religion
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals Social Sciences
Oxford University Press Global 2020 Journals STM
Oxford University Press Global Law Trove 2019-20 A-Z List
Oxford University Press Global Law Trove 2019-20 Collection
Oxford University Press Global Politics Trove

- Provider: ProQuest (PQUEST)

ProQuest Newspapers.com Library Edition

- Provider: SpringerLink (springerlink)

Springer J.B. Metzler Humanities eBooks Archive (Before 1990)

- Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Taylor & Francis Ceased Library
Taylor & Francis Combined Library
Taylor & Francis Expert Opinion and Expert Review Database Model
Taylor & Francis Oncology
Taylor & Francis Social Science & Humanities 2015 Fixed Database Model
Taylor & Francis Social Science & Humanities and Science & Technology FRESH 2018 Database Model

New frontlist collections

The following new frontlist collections have been added. Since they are considered frontlist, titles will be added throughout the year as content is published and made available. Titles may be added through the calendar year.

- Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Taylor & Francis eBooks: 2020 Frontlist

- Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)
New cooperatively contributed collections

- *** DTL OA Adventist Digital Library (global.215387.467) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Central Intelligence Agency Publications (global.215387.316) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA The Africa Capacity Building Foundation ebooks (global.215387.475) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** National Museum of Ethnology 国立民族学博物館 (global.215387.382) – contributed by University of the West Library

* indicates a new provider
*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist; not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection. Discontinued collections have a lifespan of about six months+ before they are deleted. Plan to deselect discontinued collections before OCLC removes them from the knowledge base so you have a chance to select alternative collections. Find more information on the Discontinued knowledge base collections page.

- Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)
  Discontinued Collection: Alexander Street DER Screening Room (alexanderpress.derscreeningroom)

  Discontinued Collection: HACCO Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law (global.60691.166)
  Select this collection instead: HACCO Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law (brill.haccocollcour)
  Provider: Brill (brill)

  Discontinued Collection: HACCO Law Books of the Academy (global.60691.158)
  Select this collection instead: HACCO Law Books of the Academy (brill.haccolawbk)
  Provider: Brill (brill)
Discontinued Collection: CRC Handbooks: Communications Engineering 2017 (routledge.crchandbookscomeng2017)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Communications Engineering 2017
(informaworld.crchbcomeng2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Computer Science 2017
(informaworld.crchbcompsci2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Computer Science 2018
(informaworld.crchbcompsci2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Education 2018 (informaworld.crchbedu2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: CRC Handbooks: Electrical & Power Engineering 2017
(routledge.crchandbookselpoweng2017)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Electrical & Power Engineering 2017
(informaworld.crchbelpoweng2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: CRC Handbooks: Electrical & Power Engineering 2018
(routledge.crchandbookselpoweng2018)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Electrical & Power Engineering 2018
(informaworld.crchbelpoweng2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: CRC Handbooks: Environmental Science & Engineering 2017
(routledge.crchandbooksenvscieng2017)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Environmental Science & Engineering 2017
(informaworld.crchbenvscieng2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: CRC Handbooks: Environmental Science & Engineering 2018
(routledge.crchandbooksenvscieng2018)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Environmental Science & Engineering 2018 (informaworld.crchbenvscieng2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Ergonomics & Human Factors 2018 (informaworld.crchbergonomics2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Food & Nutrition 2018 (informaworld.crchbfood2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Life Sciences 2017 (informaworld.crchblifesci2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Life Sciences 2018 (informaworld.crchblifesci2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Manufacturing & Industrial Engineering 2018 (informaworld.crchbmanufacteng2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Materials Engineering 2017 (informaworld.crchbmateng2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Statistics 2017 (informaworld.crchbstatistics2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Statistics 2018 (informaworld.crchbstatistics2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Transportation Engineering 2017 (informaworld.crchbtransporteng2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Global Collection (routledge.ebooks)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Handbooks: All Handbooks (informaworld.hbglobal)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Asian Studies 2017
(informaworld.routledgehbasianstudies2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Asian Studies 2018
(informaworld.routledgehbasianstudies2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Built Environment 2015
(informaworld.routledgehbbuiltenv2015)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Built Environment 2016 (routledge.handbooksbuiltenv2016)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Built Environment 2016
(informaworld.routledgehbbuiltenv2016)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Built Environment 2017
(informaworld.routledgehbbuiltenv2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Built Environment 2018 (routledge.handbooksbuiltenv2018)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Built Environment 2018
(informaworld.routledgehbbuiltenv2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Business & Economics 2014
(informaworld.routledgehbbusecon2014)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Business & Economics 2015
(informaworld.routledgehbbusecon2015)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)
Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Communication, Journalism, Media and Culture 2018
(routledge.handbookscom2018)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Communication, Journalism, Media and Culture 2018 (informaworld.routledgehbcom2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2014
(routledge.handbookscrimjust2014)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2014 (informaworld.routledgehbcrimjust2014)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2015
(routledge.handbookscrimjust2015)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2015 (informaworld.routledgehbcrimjust2015)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2016
(routledge.handbookscrimjust2016)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2016 (informaworld.routledgehbcrimjust2016)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2017
(routledge.handbookscrimjust2017)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2017 (informaworld.routledgehbcrimjust2017)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2018
(routledge.handbookscrimjust2018)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Criminal Justice & Criminology 2018 (informaworld.routledgehbcrimjust2018)
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select this collection instead: Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Development Studies 2015
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Geography (routledge.handbooksgeography)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Geography" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Health and Social Care (routledge.handbookshealth)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Health & Social Care" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: History (routledge.handbookshistory)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: History" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Law (routledge.handbookslaw)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Law" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Linguistics (routledge.handbooksling)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Linguistics" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Literature (routledge.handbookslit)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Literature" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Middle East Studies (routledge.handbooksmiddleeast)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Middle East Studies" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Music (routledge.handbooksmusic)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Music" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Performance (routledge.handbooksperformance)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Performance" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)
Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Philosophy (routledge.handbooksphilosophy)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Philosophy" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Built Environment (routledge.handbooksplanning)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Built Environment" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Politics (routledge.handbookspolitics)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Politics" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Psychology (routledge.handbookspsych)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Psychology" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Religion (routledge.handbooksrel)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Religion" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Security Studies (routledge.handbookssecurity)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Security Studies" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Sociology (routledge.handbookssociology)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Sociology" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Sport & Leisure (routledge.handbookssport)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Sport & Leisure" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Discontinued Collection: Routledge Handbooks: Tourism, Hospitality and Events Management (routledge.handbookstourism)
Provider: routledge (routledge)
Select these collections instead: all yearly "Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Tourism, Hospitality and Events Management" collections
Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)
Statistics

Totals:
705 providers
15,388 collections
46,183,664 records